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Abstract. In this paper, an event-oriented neural model with focal loss
is proposed to recognize the financial event subject within a text accord-
ing to an event type. This model is basically enhanced from a pre-trained
language model on two main aspects. On one hand, an attention mech-
anism is proposed to learn the interactive representation between a text
and an even type. On the other hand, a three-stage fine-tuning mecha-
nism based on focal loss is proposed to train the model. The proposed
model is evaluated on a dataset about Chinese financial news from C-
CKS 2019. Experimental results show that the model achieves a 92.58%
F1-score on the validation set and a 83.78% F1-score on the test set.

Keywords: event extraction · named entity recognition · machine read-
ing comprehension

1 Introduction

Event extraction is a challenging task in Nature Language Processing (NLP). It
aims at discovering event mentions and extracting events which contain event
triggers and event arguments from texts [29]. Financial event subject extraction
is a special case of event extraction, which can provide valuable information
for investment analysis and asset management. More precisely, financial event
subject extraction aims to recognize event subject entities within a text according
to a given event type.

There are two tasks in NLP that are highly related to financial event subject
extraction, namely Named Entity Recognition (NER) [28] and Machine Reading
Comprehension (MRC) [17]. NER aims to recognize the entities like person,
organization and location within a text. MRC aims to extract the answer of a
given question within a document or multiple documents. By treating the given
event type as the question in MRC and the event subject as the answer in MRC,
existing models for MRC could be adapted to financial event subject extraction.

Recently pre-trained language models like BERT [7] have become popular
in tackling NLP tasks especially the MRC task. Take BERT for example, a
direct adaptation of BERT to financial event subject extraction is adding an
answer pointer layer [25] beyond BERT to predict the start position and the
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end position of the event subject. Similar adaptations of pre-trained language
models have been shown to work well for the MRC task [7]. However, such a
direct adaptation of BERT has the following limitations. On one hand, from
the same given text the extracted event subjects can be different according to
different given event types. The direct adaptation of BERT does not capture
the dependency between event subjects and event types. On the other hand, the
distribution of event types is imbalanced. Like other statistical models, BERT
tends to predict event subjects more accurately for event types that have more
training examples. It usually has a rather poor performance for minority event
types that have a small number of training examples.

To address the above two limitations, we enhance the direct adaptation of a
pre-trained language model on two main aspects. On one hand, we propose an
attention mechanism to learn the interactive representation between the given
text and the given even type. Our proposed model with this attention mecha-
nism is depicted in Fig. 1. In this model, trainable event type embeddings are
introduced to compute an attentive representation of the given text based on
the contextual representation of the given text that is generated by a lexical
encoder such as BERT or other pre-trained language models. Afterwards, the
interactive representation is generated by concatenating the attentive represen-
tation with the contextual representation. On the other hand, we propose a
three-stage fine-tuning mechanism to make a better prediction for hard exam-
ples. The hard examples are those examples for which a learnt model is hard to
make the correct predictions. They are usually examples on the minority event
types. We employ a new loss function named focal loss [13] in the minimization
goal function. As illustrated in Fig. 2, focal loss is a dynamically scaled cross-
entropy loss, where the scaling factor decreases as the confidence on the correct
prediction increases. In this way the learning course will focus more on those
examples that have lower confidences on the correct predictions. Based on this
observation, in the proposed fine-tuning mechanism we set different values of the
hyper-parameter in focal loss for different stages, in order to make the learning
course pay more and more attentions to hard examples in consecutive stages.

The above enhanced model predicts answer spans for extracting the event
subject. There can be multiple entities in an event subject. To pick out multiple
entities in the event subject, we develop an algorithm for postprocessing pre-
dicted answer spans. This algorithm selects up to three predicted answer spans
whose prediction probabilities are not much less than the prediction probability
of the top predicted answer span. Afterwards, the algorithm widens the selected
answer spans according to the connection characters “、”, “，”, “和” and “以
及” therein, and then extracts target entities from the enlarged answer spans by
splitting answer spans with the connection characters.

Our proposed method is evaluated on the dataset about Chinese financial
news from CCKS 2019. Experimental results show that the method achieves a
92.58% F1-score on the validation set and a 83.78% F1-score on the test set.
In addition, the comparison results for ablation study further demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed enhancements.
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2 Related Work

Event extraction has gained much attention recently. Previous methods for event
extraction can be grouped in three main categories, namely statistical methods,
pattern-based methods and hybrid methods [10]. Statistical methods include
traditional machine learning methods that rely on feature engineering [1, 11, 19]
as well as neural network based methods that extract features automatically [5,
16, 15]. The pattern methods usually build a relatively complete pattern library
and use a semi-automatic method to build the triggering dictionary [4, 9]. Hybrid
methods combine statistical methods and pattern-based methods [12, 2].

Financial event subject extraction is a special case of event extraction. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no method designed for this task in the literature.
There are two relevant tasks, namely Named Entity Recognition (NER) [28]
and Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) [17]. NER is a classical NLP task
which aims to recognize the entities like person, organization and location within
a text. Typical methods of NER include stack-BiLSTMs [23], LM-LSTM-CRF
[14] and GRN [3]. MRC is currently a hot research topic in NLP. It usually
aims to answer questions from one or more relevant passages. Typical methods
of MRC include Match-LSTM[25], BiDAF [20] and QANet [30]. Although MRC
can be adapted to financial event subject extraction by treating event type as the
question in MRC and event subject as the answer in MRC, no study on such an
adaptation is reported in the literature. This paper proposes a novel adaptation
of MRC to financial event subject extraction, which is proved to work well in
our experiments.

3 Event-oriented Model with Focal Loss

The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. The input of our
model is a pair composed of the given text and the given event type, which is
then fed into a lexical encoder to generate the contextual representation of the
given text. Afterwards, the trainable embeddings for event types are introduced
to compute an attentive representation of the given text from the contextual
representation. This attentive representation is then concatenated with the con-
textual representation to form an interactive representation of the given text.
Finally, an answer pointer layer is employed to predict the start position and
the end position of the event subject from the interactive representation.

3.1 Lexical Encoder

The input of the our proposed model is a pair (T , E), where T = (wT
1 , ..., w

T
n )

is a sequence of words representing the given text and E = (wE
1 , ..., w

E
m) is a

sequence of words representing the given event type. Following [7] we create a
new sequence of tokens by first concatenating T and E and then adding a special
token [CLS] in front of the first token wT

1 , a special token [SEP] between wT
n and

wE
1 , and another [SEP] behind the last token wE

m. This new sequence of tokens
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed model.

is fed into a lexical encoder, which can be a pre-trained language model such as
BERT [7], ERNIE [22] or BERT-wwm [6]. By X ∈ Rt×d we denote the output
of the lexical encoder, where t is the number of tokens in the new sequence and
d is the dimension of a token embedding.

3.2 Interactive Composition Layer

To capture the interaction between the given text and the event type, we propose
an interactive composition layer that introduces an attention mechanism over
the contextual representation and the event type representation. Every event
type is represented by an embedding that is a d-dimensional vector initialized
randomly and tuned in the training course. The contextual representation and
the event type representation are used to compute an attentive representation
by a dot-product soft-attention mechanism. Formally, the attention value si for
the ith token in the input sequence of the lexical encoder is defined as

si = cTExi (1)

where cE is the trainable d-dimensional embedding for E and xi is the i
th vector

in X the output matrix of the lexical encoder.
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Fig. 2. The illustration of focal loss.

The attentive representation α for the input sequence of the lexical encoder
is define as follows.

α =
t∑

i=1

exp(si)∑t
j=1 exp(sj)

xi (2)

The interactive representation ui for the ith token in the input sequence of
the lexical encoder is defined as

ui = [xi;α] (3)

where [;] denotes the concatenation function.

3.3 Answer Pointer Layer

The answer pointer layer is motivated by the pointer network [24] and is proposed
in [25]. For extracting interactive features in a better way, a gate mechanism [21]
with the Swish activation function [18] is employed to compress the concatenated
vector ui as follows.

gi = W1ui + b1 (4)

zi = gi · σ(βgi) (5)

where W1 ∈ R2d×d is a trainable matrix, b1 is a trainable 2d-dimensional vector,
σ denotes the sigmoid activation function and β is a hyper-parameter.

Maxout networks [8] have been shown to be effective in accurately predicting
the start position and the end position of an answer span [27]. Hence, in order to
improve the prediction performance of the answer pointer layer, maxout networks
are employed to compute a probability distribution on the start position and
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a probability distribution on the end position for an answer span. Formally,
the probability o1i for ensuring the ith token to be the start position and the
probability o2i for ensuring the ith token to be the end position are defined by

h1
i = W2zi + b2 v1i =

l
max
j=1

h1
ij (6)

h2
i = W3zi + b3 v2i =

l
max
j=1

h2
ij (7)

o1i =
exp(v1i )∑t
j=1 exp(v

1
j )

o2i =
exp(v2i )∑t
j=1 exp(v

2
j )

(8)

where l is a hyper-parameter in the maxout networks, W2 ∈ Rl×2d and W3 ∈
Rl×2d are trainable matrices, and b2 and b3 are trainable l-dimensional vectors.

3.4 Training with Three-stage Fine-tuning

To improve the prediction performance for minority event types, the above model
is trained by using focal loss [13] in the minimization goal function and using a
three-stage fine-tuning mechanism to dynamically set the values of the hyper-
parameter γ of focal loss (see Fig. 2) in different epochs.

In the first stage, the hyper-parameter γ of focal loss is set as 0. This treat-
ment amounts to fine-tuning the model by the traditional cross-entropy loss.
Formally, the minimization goal function in this stage is defined as

ε1(θ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log o1y1
i
+ log o2y2

i
(9)

where θ denotes the set of all trainable parameters in the model, N is the number
of training examples, y1i and y2i are the true start position and the true end
position of the ith example, respectively. Note that, when the ith example has
no event subject, both y1i and y2i are set as 1, corresponding to the [CLS] token.

In the second stage, the hyper-parameter γ of focal loss is increased to 1 to
make the model focus more on training examples that are hard to be predicted
correctly in the first stage. Formally, the minimization goal function in this stage
is defined as follows.

ε2(θ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(1− o1y1
i
) log o1y1

i
+ (1− o2y2

i
) log o2y2

i
(10)

In the third stage, the hyper-parameter γ of focal loss is further increased to
2 to make the model focus on hard examples in a more forceful way. Formally,
the minimization goal function in this stage is defined as follows.

ε3(θ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(1− o1y1
i
)2 log o1y1

i
+ (1− o2y2

i
)2 log o2y2

i
(11)

Since a pre-trained language model is usually fine-tuned in only a few epochs,
we simply set every stage to consist in one epoch throughout our experiments.
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm for answer refinement.

Require: The top-3 predicted answer spans (si, ei)1≤i≤3 with the highest probabilities
p1 ≥ p2 ≥ p3 for the given text T = (wT

1 , . . . , w
T
n ) and the given event type E, and

a probability margin δ, where pi is the probability of (si, ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.
1: Initialize the resulting set of entities D as ∅
2: for each i from 1 to 3 such that p1 − pi ≤ δ do
3: if the substring (wT

si , . . . , w
T
ei) contains a connection character “、” or “，” or

“和” or “及” or “以及” then
4: Set s′i as the first position such that s′i < si and wT

s′i
is a connection character

if there is a connection character before wT
si , or as si otherwise

5: Set e′i as the last position such that e′i > ei and wT
e′i

is a connection character

if there is a connection character after wT
ei , or as ei otherwise

6: Split (wT
s′i
, . . . , wT

e′i
) by connection characters, yielding a set U of substrings

7: Append U to D
8: else
9: Add (wT

si , . . . , w
T
ei) to D

10: end if
11: end for
12: return D

3.5 Answer Refinement

The aforementioned model can only predict answer spans together with their
probabilities for extracting the event subject. But there can be multiple entities
in an event subject for a given event type, thus we need to pick out the complete
set of entities in the event subject from predicted answer spans. To this end
we propose an algorithm for postprocessing the predicted answer spans, shown
in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, we only consider the top-3 predicted answer
spans with the highest probabilities for the given text and the given event type,
where the probability of an answer span (s, e) for s the start position and e
the end position is defined as (o1s + o2e)/2, and where o1s and o2e is defined by
Equation (8). Among these top-3 predicted answer spans, we only handle the
answer spans whose probabilities are not less than the probability of the top
answer span by a user-specified margin δ. If the answer span being handled
currently has a connection character “、”, “，”, “和”, “及” or “以及”, we widen
this answer span to a new span from the first connection character before the
span and the last connection character after the span, and then split the new
span by connection characters. Every split substring is treated as an entity in
the resulting event subject. Otherwise, we simply treat the answer span being
handled currently as an entity in the resulting event subject.

4 Evaluation

In the CCKS 2019 challenge on financial event subject extraction, the organizers
provided 17k labeled text and event type pairs for the training set, 3.5k unla-
beled pairs for the validation set and 135k unlabeled pairs for the test set. All
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Table 1. Performances of various methods on the validation set.

Model F1-score(%)

BERT[7] 87.83
ERNIE[22] 88.26
BERT-wwm[6] 88.45

Our single BERT based model 88.93
Our single ERNIE based model 89.27
Our single BERT-wwm based model 89.46

Our ensemble model (3*ERNIE) 90.35
Our ensemble model (3*BERT-wwm) 90.72
Our ensemble model (all) 91.57

Our final model (with answer refinement) 92.58
Our final model on the test set 83.78

the evaluation results were carried out by an official evaluation system for this
challenge1, which outputs the classical F1-scores.

In our implementation of the proposed method, the lexical encoder was ini-
tialized by a pre-trained language model with 12 transformer layers which out-
puts 768-dimensional token embeddings, where all the transformer coders were
built with 12 heads. We respectively tried three pre-trained language models
BERT [7], ERNIE [22] and BERT-wwm [6]. The neural model shown in Fig. 1
was optimized by Adam with the warmup mechanism [7], where the initial learn-
ing rate was set as 5e-5, the warmup proportion as 10%, and the mini-batch size
as 32. Besides training a single model, we also employed the ensemble strategy
used in [26] to train three ensemble models, where the prediction probability
vectors in these ensemble models was respectively averaged by three single mod-
els based on ERNIE (3*ERNIE), by three single models based on BERT-wwm
(3*BERT-wwm), and by all these six single models (all). All the single models
were trained with the same parameters. The hyper-parameter β used in Equa-
tion (5) was set as 1. The hyper-parameter l used in the maxout network namely
Equations (6–7) was set as 50. The hyper-parameter δ used in Algorithm 1 was
set as 0.45.

Table 1 reports the performances of various methods in terms of F1-score on
the validation set as well as that of our final model (namely our ensemble models
averaged by six single models and with answer refinement) on the test set. Our
final model achieves the best performance among all the models. Specifically it
achieves a 92.58% F1-score on the validation set and a 83.78% F1-score on the
test set. We can also see that the pre-trained language model BERT-wwm out-
performs both BERT and ERNIE. This superiority may be gained by the whole
word masking mechanism [6] designed for Chinese. Our final model without an-
swer refinement already improves the single model based on BERT-wwm by an
absolute gain of 2.11% F1-score. Based upon this model, the answer refinement
postprocessing step contributes to a further absolute gain of 1.01% F1-score.

1 https://www.biendata.com/competition/ccks 2019 4/
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Fig. 3. The F1-score on the validation set of the proposed model with different losses.

Fig. 3 shows the F1-scores of our single BERT-wwm based model with dif-
ferent hyper-parameters γ in focal loss. The blue line corresponds to our model
with the proposed three-stage fine-tuning mechanism, namely with increasing
values of γ in different epochs, where in the additional (i.e. the 4th) epoch γ
is set as 2. The orange line corresponds to our model (CE) with γ fixed to 0,
namely using the cross-entropy loss, in all epochs. The green line corresponds to
our model (FL-1) with γ fixed to 1 in all epochs. The red line corresponds to our
model (FL-2) with γ fixed to 2 in all epochs. It can be seen that the three-stage
fine-tuning mechanism outperforms other variants in terms of F1-score.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a neural model based method for financial event
subject extraction. The neural model builds upon a pre-trained language model
such as BERT, by adding an interactive composition layer that exploits an at-
tention mechanism to capture the dependence between event subjects and event
types, and by further adding an answer pointer layer to predict answer spans.
The training course is also enhanced by a three-stage fine-tuning mechanism
with focal loss. In addition, an answer refinement algorithm is proposed to ex-
tract event subject entities from predicted answer spans. Experimental results
on the CCKS 2019 challenge show that the proposed method achieves a 92.58%
F1-score on the validation set and a 83.78% F1-score on the test set.
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